The Exodus

So, Moses, here’s your task: You have to lead the Israelites out of Egypt, away from
PHAROAH’S ARMY and into the PROMISED LAND.

To do this, find the answers to the clues in the squares below. Trace a path from square to square—up, down, left,
right, but never diagonally—by removing a word or phrase from one answer and adding another word or phrase to the
remaining letters to get the next answer. Words can be removed and added to either side of the remaining letters. For
example, you could move from BASKETBALL to MATZOH BALL, or to BREADBASKET, or to BALLET.
Along your path, you’ll encounter a reference to each of the Ten Plagues, hidden in different answers. There’s a color
associated with the first plague you encounter—color that square, and all the other plagued squares, that color. Then
you’ll see what parting gift God has given you for your journey. Good luck!

PHAROAH’S
ARMY

Someone who
grew up on a
military base
(4 4)

PROMISED
LAND

What a kindergartener’s parent
might check his
scalp for
(4 4)

Jumps over
another person,
in a children’s
game
(9)

Their second
months have
29 days
(4 5)

ARMY BRAT

Julianne Moore,
Vincent van
Gogh, or King
David
(7)

Board game
featuring Queen
Frostine and
Gramma Nutt
(5 4)

The military
force of the
Soviet Union
(3 4)

Edgar Allan Poe’s
“The Masque of
the ______”
(3 5)

A promontory
jutting into
the sea
(8)

Mankind’s forward progress,
according to Neil
Armstrong
(5 4)

Periods of economic hardship,
in an insectthemed speech
by Churchill
(6 5)

Confection made
of large sugar
crystals
(4 5)

Type of star the
sun will become
in 5 billion years
(3 5)

January 1st,
for short
(3 4’1)

The Beatles’
version of this
video game
was released in
Sept. 2009
(4 4)

In one’s ___
(representing
one’s innermost
convictions)
(5 2 6)

Face card that
holds its sword
suicidally
(4 2 6)

Went beyond
the target
(8)

Its usually made
with a wedge,
in golf
(4 4)

The Midwestern
The leading cause
region of the
of death in the
U.S., where
United States
traditional values
(5 7)
predominate
(9)

The lion
(4 2 6)

Fox animated
series set in
Arlen, Texas
(4 2 3 4)

Gets too hot, like Past your prime,
a pot of water
agewise
(5 4)
(4 3 4)

Like the most
worthwhile and
reliable stocks
(4-4)

Member of a
noble or socially
prominent family
(4 5)

Snow-White’s
Like the music of
sister, in a
George Winston
German fairy tale
or Yanni
(4-3)
(3 3)

Gauze dressing
for a wound
(7)

Herb in a Simon
and Garfunkel
title
(8)

Desperate
pass play
(4 4)

Vodka, tomato
juice and
Worcestershire
sauce–without
the vodka
(6 4)

Navy,
ultramarine or
deep cobalt
(4 4)

Almanacs used in
pricing used cars
(4 5)

Publishing
company under
Richard Branson’s brand
(6 5)

